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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2006

Afternoon/Evening
CHECK-IN
Location: Fairmont Miramar Hotel
101 Wilshire Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90401
4:30 - 6:00 pm
SMALL GROUP MEETINGS WITH DR. SUSAN SHIRK (FELLOWS)
Location: Catalina Room
Group 1: 4:30, Group 2: 5:00, Group 3: 5:30

7:00 – 9:00 pm
WELCOME RECEPTION AND POSTER SESSION
Location: Catalina Room

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2006

8:00 – 8:30 am
BREAKFAST
Location: Wilshire Conference Room

8:30 – 8:45 am
OPENING REMARKS AND CONFERENCE VISION

8:45 – 10:15 am
THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION AND NORTH KOREA
1. North Korean Damage to the Non-Proliferation Treaty Regime: Irreparable Injury?

Panelists: Dr. Lawrence Scheinman, Center for Nonproliferation Studies
Dr. Ron Lehman, Center for Global Security Research, LLNL
Tim Meyer, UC Berkeley, PPNT Fellow
Justin Hastings, UC Berkeley, PPNT Fellow

10:15 – 10:30 am
COFFEE BREAK

10:30 – 12:00 pm
THE PROSPECT OF NORTH KOREAN DENUCLEARIZATION
3. Reaction to a Nuclear Test and the Issue of Living with a Nuclear North Korea

Panelists: Dr. Ron Lehman, Center for Global Security Research, LLNL
Dr. Susan Shirk, Professor, UCSD, IGCC Research Director
Matt Kroenig, UC Berkeley, PPNT Fellow
Rob Brown, UC San Diego, PPNT Fellow
Kyle Beardsley, UC San Diego, PPNT Fellow
12:00 – 1:00 pm  **LUNCH**  
*Location: Wilshire Conference Room*

1:00 – 2:30 pm  **THE PATH TO NUCLEAR ROLL-BACK**

4. Nuclear Material Accountability, Proliferation Risks and Non-cooperative Monitoring  

Panelists:  
Mark Schanfein, Los Alamos National Laboratory  
George Anzelon, Z Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory  
Dane Swango, UCLA, PPNT Fellow  
Lance Kim, UC Berkeley, PPNT Fellow  
Dan Chivers, UC Berkeley, PPNT Fellow

2:30 – 2:45 pm  **BREAK**

2:45 – 4:30 pm  **WORKING GROUP SESSION #1**

4:30 – 6:00 pm  **FREE TIME/SMALL GROUP MEETINGS WITH DR. SUSAN SHIRK (FELLOWS)**  
*Location: Catalina Room*
*Group 4 Fellows 4:30-5:00, Group 5 Fellows 5:00-5:30*

6:00 – 7:00 pm  **RECEPTION**  
*Location: TBD*

7:00 – 9:00 pm  **KEYNOTE ADDRESS AND DINNER**  
Keynote Speaker: Ambassador Charles Kartman, Executive Director of KEDO  
*Location: Wilshire Conference Room*

---

**SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2006**

8:30 – 9:00 am  **BREAKFAST**  
*Location: Ocean Conference Room*

9:00 – 10:00 am  **THEN AND NOW: THE POST “1994 AGREED FRAMEWORK” AGENDA**

Panelists:  
Dr. Zachary Davis, Z Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory  
Dane Swango, UCLA, PPNT Fellow  
Dan Chivers, UC Berkeley, PPNT Fellow  
Seth Snider, UCD, PPNT Associate

10:00 – 12:00 pm  **WORKING GROUP SESSION #2**

12:00 – 1:00 pm  **LUNCH**  
*Location: Ocean Conference Room*

1:00 – 2:00 pm  **FREE TIME (WORKING GROUP CHAIR MEETINGS)**

2:00 – 3:30 pm  **CONCLUDING REMARKS**